INSTITUTIONS - HOSPITALS & PRISONS

A selection of books held in the CIBSE Heritage Group Archives and the Library of former Chairman Brian Roberts. These are a valuable source of information on this group of historic buildings many of which still contain original heating equipment and systems and pioneered building engineering services in Victorian and Edwardian times.

See also on this website under electronic books/
Victorian hospitals & asylums
Victorian prisons & law courts
1975 with information and illustrations on Victorian hospitals
1967 translated from the German
Care & Compassion

Old Prints and Photographs of Hospitals and Nurses in Berkshire and South Oxfordshire 1839-1930
Compiled by Margaret Kimsley and Margaret Foy for the Berkshire Medical Heritage Group

2000

More Pictures of Health

Hospitals and Nursing on Old Picture Postcards
by Cynthia O’Neill

1991
English Prisons

An Architectural History

by Allan Brodie, Jane Croom and James O Davies
1958 describes prison conditions in the 18th century.
1978 includes photographs of prison buildings